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INTRODUCTION
Wardlow [1] proposed in Mathematics Magazine that the matrix E E= 5 1 (1) is not the classical adjoint of any matrix with real entries. Cooke [2] affirmed the Wardlow conjecture by considering an inverse problem for general real matrices. In [2] , conditions are found under which a real matrix B satisfies
where A and B are n × n real matrices. In this paper, a more general adjoint inverse problem is considered. Here, m d% B = ~lj adj.., adj A,
where A and B are n × n matrices. Conditions emerge which determine whether B is in the range of this iterated matrix adjoint operator.
MAIN RESULTS
According to properties of the adjoint operator, for A, B n x n matrices, we know that if B is the classical adjoint of A, then 
Then, nonunique solutions t'or A are given by
Thus, every B of full rank is in the range of the m-iterated adjoint operator. Hence,
For the induction hypothesis, assume that for m = 2k, k E N, that B is in the range of the iterated adjoint operator, and we have
Now to check that the hypothesis holds when k is replaced by k + 1, since m = 2k ÷ 2, k E N, we have Let C = ~lj adj.., adjA and S = adj adj (C), then
Thus, the hypothesis holds when m = 2k + 2, k E N, and the theorem is established by mathematical induction.
As was shown in [2] , multiple matrices A in the operator domain may map to a single B satisfying the conditions indicated. For small n one might possibly predict this number; but for large n the combinatorial explosion of possibilities makes this impractical. The number of such matrices A is not considered as relevant as the question of whether any such A exist, which has been answered here. This same observation holds true for Theorem 2 below. 
m=2k+l, kEN.

Then, the nonunique solutions for A are given by
PROOF. For m = 3 (k = 1), consider the relation B = adj adj adj (A).
Let C = adj adj (A) and B = adj (C), and then
Thus, for m = 3 (k = 1) it is true that B is in the range of the iterated adjoint operator. For induction hypothesis, assume that for m = 2k -1, k E N, B is in the range of the iterated adjoint operator, that is, there exists A such that Let C --adj adj-., adjA and B = adj adj (C), then
and thus,
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